Marketing Synergy Worldwide's e9

Synergy Worldwide has a fantastic energy drink called e9.
And when properly marketed has huge potential to create loyal customers. Especially in a
$50 billion dollar global energy drink market.

This marketing strategy will help you understand how to use this product to acquire customers
and attract business builders to help you be Elite Honors Qualified.
But before we get into specific numbers the above chart is from The Caffeine Informer
showing you the direct competition. And, next on the next page I've placed a comparison
table on how e9 stacks up against the Big 5:
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As you can see by the chart above, e9 is compared to the top 5 energy drinks, and
outperforms all of these energy drinks in all categories of comparison.
e9 Healthy Energy The Natural
Way - Video
This video provides a detailed
explanation of e9 and how it
stacks up against the
competition.
https://youtu.be/TlbXuQ5_fDw
Non-branded Video
Run Time: 15:41
Click on the image to play

Your Working Goal: To move 24 boxes then repeat
This might sound like a lot but from our experience a simple sampling program can create a
lot of product movement. Here's why:
Unlike ProArgi-9+ that may take time for people to feel the effect, with e9 the effective is
immediate and noticeable for most people. By identifying people who are lacking energy
and giving them one stick to sample, you will help them feel the difference with e9 and create
the desire to purchase more.
You would price point a box of e9 at $39, which is the suggested price from Synergy
Worldwide.
We've seen conversion rates as high as 50% in the sampling program. Meaning that half of
the people you give a sample to will want to purchase a box of e9.
Thus one box of 30 sticks used as samples could generate 15 customers.
(We've developed a Pass Out Card to help you market and establish price points for selling
the product. We'll show you this later in the presentation.)

Our Recommendation is to buy a 24 Pack of e9

Cost per box: $594.56 divided by 24 = $24.77 (Round to $25)
Elite Rebates: Not eligible
Profit per box: $39 - $25 = $14 per box
Customer Sales

Profit per Box

Profits From Sales

24

$14

$336.00

Depending on how much effort you want to put into this e9 marketing strategy, you have the
potential to develop a nice profit margin.
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Marketing Strategies
Strategy #1 – Simple Pass Out Card and Sampling Program
Use the following pass out card with 1 stick of e9 for your potential customer to sample.
Front of Card

Back of Card
The PDF for the front
and back of the card are
4 up. This means there
are 4 cards on the front
and 4 cards on the
back. This way when
your printer prints the
cards and cuts them a
8 ½ x 11 sheet of
paper will produce
4 cards.
25 sheets = 100 cards
50 sheets = 200 cards
This allows you to scale
your marketing efforts
and control your costs.

How many people could you pass this out to each week? Target Market – Anyone who
is lacking energy. How many events could you go to each week in your area? Meet up
groups. Church. Family, friends, and neighbors. If they have questions, then use this flier:
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Naturally Increase Your Energy
and Protect Your Cardiovascular Health
with e9 from Synergy Worldwide!

Directions: Take 1 packet per day
(or when you're needing a boost in
energy) and mix it with water.

For More Information
On This Cost Effective,
Health Enhancing,
Energy Drink Contact:
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Strategy #2 – Market to Business Owners
Just drive around your town and make a list of all the potential business owners that could
use extra energy and market this product to their customers.
Barber Shops
Hair Salons
Nail Salons
Massage Therapists
Health Clubs
Personal Trainers
Independent Grocery Store Owners
Approach them first as a customer. Here's a potential script.
“Hi my name is Dan Hammer and I'm introducing a new natural energy drink into the area.
I've a free sample. Here's my card. Just follow the instructions on the back of the card. My
suggestion is to take it today when your feeling tired. If you like it and want more, then just
call or text me. Easy, affordable, and convenient. Just don't take it 4 hours before going to
bed.”
Establish them as customers first and then ask them if they would like to market the
product to their customers.
If they answer yes, then help them develop their sampling program and marketing materials.
If they answer no, then ask them if you could put marketing material on their counter.

One Final Note on the e9 Pass Out Card and Fliers
In this Marketing Action Plan you will find a section with all our tools and resources for this
MAP. This section you'll find PDFs that you can download to your computer and print off.
Or you can send the PDFs to your printer to have printed.
Specific to the e9 Pass Out Card, the back of the card allows you to add your contact
information. It's an auto fill PDF meaning that you just need to add the information to the
first box and it will automatically fill the other 3 boxes.
We would recommend your Name and Phone Number. This way they can call you or text
you for their order. If you want you can add your email address but we would not recommend
adding a website address.
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Location for Marketing Material
Click on http://www.thesynergylibrary.com/

scroll down to and click on the “Enter Here”

takes you to this page

scroll down to and click on “Enter Here”

takes you to this page

where you will find all of these resources:

If you have any questions, then please contact:

Dan Hammer
1-800-966-3012
dan@agingnomore.com

